ISG is a Service Disabled Veteran-Owned Small Business (SDVOSB) providing specialized
applications-to-cloud migration services; cyber security software products; and other Information
Technology and engineering consulting services for US Government, US Intelligence Community,
Academia, & Commercial Industry clients. We are passionate about innovation and being excellent
in the services we provide, the products we create, the people we hire, and the clients we assist

 ISG specializes in cybersecurity consulting and data migration projects including strategic
architectural planning and review; accreditation; and detailed CBA analyses of cloud service
providers. We guide clients through the cloud migration process in the shortest times
feasible and maintain numerous industry certifications (CISSP; CISM; CISA; CCSK; PMP; SA)
 ISG is a company of strategic thought leaders, visionaries, and experts in execution; we work
with our clients to solve problems at all levels to improve the effectiveness of their people,
mission outcomes, and ROI
 ISG is a SAM-registered, cVe-certified SDVOSB with an active TS/SCI Facility Clearance and
access to a deep bench of subject matter experts, partner companies, and contract vehicles
 Summary of ISG Consulting Services
Applications Development
Architecture Design
Cloud Migration & Platform Services
Cyber Security Software
Data Center Consolidation
Database Maintenance

Enterprise Data Management
Market Analyses
Project Management
Social Engineering & Crowdsourcing
Systems Engineering & Integration
Training

www.Intelligence-Systems-Group.com
Reston | Pittsburgh | Richmond

ISG Software Capabilities Portfolio

DBAs – Automate daily tasks, projects and deployments
Combine automates data collection, aggregation, and storage to one or more output databases and deploys
custom admin projects, executes scripts, and runs distributed queries on all databases and servers with one
click.

GRAPHUS - AI Powered Cloud App Security
Graphus provides industry-leading social engineering detection capabilities using cloud-based cyber
security to detect sophisticated attacks that even bypass G Suite’s world-class security. This patented
technology uses graph theory, big data algorithms, and machine learning to learn about the trusted
relationships and user behaviors unique to organizations. Interactions and user actions are evaluated against
this profile to detect social engineering attacks and suspicious activities.

Advanced Perimeter Defense
PacketViper is advanced perimeter defense and automated deception software. PacketViper software
operates in-line, deceiving attackers and reducing traffic volume in ways that Firewalls, IDS & IPS are not
designed to address while at the same time making them all work better. PacketViper uses a unique array of
sensors, redirection techniques and triggers to create a dynamic and deceptive Virtual Minefield Zone
(VMZ)™. With PacketViper in place attackers won't see the same perimeter twice.

LIINX Mobile App – Collaboration with Emergency Notification and Accountability
LIINX provides a flexible, bi-directional mobile app that enables organizations to remain more simply
connected with their personnel. LIINX leverages the power of mobility and social media to collaborate and
to communicate more precisely using content most relevant to their industries. It features a mass emergency
notification and accountability system called “RUOK?” (Are You Okay?). “RUOK?” gives administrators
and first responders the ability to alert people via the LIINX app about volatile situations and conditions.
First responders can send multi-mode mass communication alerts via text, email, and push notifications to
LIINX community users to let them know what is happening and to provide them with instructions about
what to do. A customized dashboard display gives first responders the ability to assess users, locate them
via GPS, and then provides aid by contacting them directly via email, voice, or other data options.
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